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Abstract Visual tracking technology can provide measurement information for unmanned helicopter formation

and thus, more attention is being paid to this research area. We propose a novel mean shift (MS) algorithm that

is both adaptive and robust for unmanned helicopter formation and apply it to the leading unmanned helicopter

tracking. The movement of an unmanned helicopter is very flexible and changeable, which makes the tracking

there of more difficulty than for common targets. In creating an algorithm that can adapt to the acceleration

of the unmanned helicopter and estimates both the scale and orientation of the movement changes, we combine

the traditional MS with the bio-inspired Cauchy predator-prey biogeography-based optimization (CPPBBO)

evolutionary algorithm, and also the space variant resolution (SVR) mechanism of the human visual system

(MS-CPPBBO-SVR). To demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method and justify the

importance of the CPPBBO algorithm and SVR mechanism at the same time, a series of comparative exper-

iments were carried out. The experimental results of the proposed MS-CPPBBO-SVR method are compared

with other competitive tracking methods, such as MS, MS with SVR (MS-SVR), MS-SVR with several other

optimization algorithms, and the robust particle filter algorithm. The experimental results demonstrate that

our proposed tracking approach, MS-CPPBBO-SVR, is more adaptive, robust and efficient in target tracking

than the other methods.
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1 Introduction

The use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) has recently aroused much interest in civil and industrial

markets [1] because of the advantages of zero casualties, high-speed overload, good stealth performance,

short operational preparation time, and relatively low life-cycle cost [2]. Multiple-UAVs moving in for-

mation have attracted even more attention [3–8]. As visual tracking technology can obtain the state

parameters of the target, it can be applied to UAV formation. With the information extracted by the
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visual system, the following unmanned helicopters can ascertain the direction and distance of the leader,

thereby providing measurement information for the control and management of UAV formation. Of the

various types of UAVs, small-scale unmanned helicopter can serve as an excellent platform for studying

vehicles with maneuverability and versatility as these can be seamlessly manipulated in manual mode

and easily operated in automatic mode [9–12]. The aim of this study is to design an adaptive, robust

and efficient method that can be applied to UAV formation. Unmanned helicopters are used to verify the

superiority of the proposed method. In a leader-wingman formation pattern the visual tracking system

is embedded in the wingman, while the leader is the target for tracking. In this case, the helicopters

fly in the expected formation pattern. However, tracking an unmanned helicopter is more difficult than

other common targets as it can move quickly and can suddenly change its speed, in addition to the

rotation and scaling there. In addition, the working environment of an unmanned helicopter can be very

complex, which undoubtedly increases the difficulty of tracking. Hence, tracking results can be used to

demonstrate convincingly the effectiveness of the tracking methods.

Numerous efficient tracking algorithms have been proposed. Mean shift (MS) [13], which is a simple

iterative procedure for estimating the gradient of a density function, is one of the most popular owing

to its simplicity and effectiveness. However, the premise for using the classic MS tracker is that the

movement of the target between frames is relatively small and smooth. Thus, the basic MS tracker is

easily prone to local minima if the target (the leading unmanned helicopter in this paper) moves rapidly

or the background changes noticeably. Moreover, scale and orientation changes in the target can also

lead to poor tracking performance of the MS. Hence, many improved versions of MS tracker [14–18] have

been proposed to enhance the robustness there.

The advantages of bio-inspired intelligence are high robustness, good distributed computing mecha-

nisms, and the ease with which it can be combined with other methods [19]. In this paper, we include

such intelligence in the classic MS tracker, thereby making the tracker robust and adaptive. A hybrid

mean shift method based on the Cauchy predator-prey [20] biogeography-based optimization (CPPBBO)

and space variant resolution (SVR) [21] (MS-CPPBBO-SVR) is presented to overcome the disadvantages

of the basic MS tracker especially when used for tracking the leading unmanned helicopter in formation.

The proposed CPPBBO algorithm is an improved version of biogeography-based optimization (BBO),

which is a new optimization algorithm proposed by Simon [22]. CPPBBO incorporates the concept of

predator-prey in basic BBO and uses a new mutation operator based on the Cauchy operator to improve

its capability of searching for optimal solutions. SVR is a mechanism that describes the mapping from

the human retina to the striate cortex.

There are two advantages of the proposed biologically MS-CPPBBO-SVR tracking method. One is

that the CPPBBO algorithm is applied to search for a better starting position in a larger range to obtain

a better target candidate for the MS tracker. The other is that the SVR mechanism is introduced to help

the tracker ascertain the scale and rotation information of the target and at the same time reduce the

computational cost. Experimental results show that the proposed novel tracking method MS-CPPBBO-

SVR is adaptive, more robust and efficient in tracking the leading unmanned helicopter in an unmanned

helicopter formation.

2 Classic mean shift for visual tracking

The MS tracking method uses kernel color histograms as the tracking feature and the Bhattacharyya

coefficient to measure the similarity between the target model and candidate regions.

Let {xsi}i=1,2,...,n denote the pixel locations of a given target centered at x0 in the initial frame of the

sequence. The kernel function k(x) with the object bandwidth h is used in the kernel color histogram

[23] of the target model, which is given by

q̂u = C
n∑

i=1

k

(∥∥∥∥
x0 − xs

i

h

∥∥∥∥
2
)
δ
[
b
(
xs

i

)− u
]

(u = 1, . . . ,m), (1)
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where h is the object bandwidth. If the size of the target is a×b, h =
√
a2 + b2. C = [

∑n
i=1 k(‖x0−xs

i

h ]‖2)]−1

is the normalization constant obtained by imposing the condition
∑m

u=1 q̂u = 1. Furthermore δ(x) is Kro-

necker’s delta function with the index of the histogram bin u, while b(x) is the kernel color histogram bin

index function. Let g(x) = −k′(x); then, the corresponding kernel is defined as G(x) = g
(
‖x‖2

)
.

Similarly, the pixel locations of the target candidate centered at y are denoted by {yi}i=1,2,...,n. The

color histogram of the target candidate can be obtained by

p̂u(y) = Ch

nh∑

i=1

k

(∥∥∥∥
y − xi
h

∥∥∥∥
2
)
δ [b (xi)− u] (u = 1, . . . ,m), (2)

where the normalization constant

Ch =
1

∑nh

i=1 k(
∥∥y−xi

h

∥∥2)
(3)

is derived by imposing the condition
m∑

u=1

p̂u(y) = 1. (4)

The Bhattacharyya coefficient, which is taken as a measurement of the similarity between the tracking

target (the leading unmanned helicopter) model and the candidate, is defined as

η̂(y) ≡ η [p̂(y), q̂] =

m∑

u=1

√
p̂u(y)q̂u. (5)

The distance between the model and the candidate can be obtained by

d(y) =
√

1− η [p̂(y), q̂] =

√
1−

∑m

u=1

√
p̂u(y)q̂u. (6)

The degree of similarity is the highest when d(y) is at its minimum and at the same time η is at its

maximum.

With a Taylor expansion around the values p̂u(y0), where y0 is the estimated location of the leading

unmanned helicopter in the previous frame, the Bhattacharyya coefficient can be approximated as

η[p̂(y), q̂] ≈ 1

2

m∑

u=1

√
p̂(y), q̂u +

Ch

2

n∑

i=1

wik

(∥∥∥∥
y − xi
h

∥∥∥∥
2
)
, (7)

where

wi =
m∑

u=1

δ[b(xi)− u]

√
q̂u

p̂u(y0)
. (8)

The maximum of the second part of (7) can be calculated by iterative mean shift with kernel G (x)

along the gradient direction.

The current location y1 is computed by the following iteration

y1 =

∑m
i=1 xiwig(

∥∥y0−xi

h

∥∥2)
∑m

i=1 wig(
∥∥y0−xi

h

∥∥2)
, (9)

where

wi =

m∑

u=1

δ[b(xi)− u]

√
q̂u

p̂u(y0)
. (10)

In the iteration of the MS procedure, wi and y1 are computed. Then, y1 replaces y0 to obtain the new

location y2. The above two steps are repeated until ‖yk − yk−1‖ is smaller than the pre-set positive value

or the number of iteration k is greater than a predetermined maximum. The output yk is the location of

the leading unmanned helicopter in the current frame.
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3 Principles of the CPPBBO algorithm

3.1 The basic BBO algorithm

BBO, which is based on mathematic models of biogeography, is a stochastic optimization technique

inspired by the geographical distribution and migration of species in an ecosystem. In the BBO algorithm,

a set of habitats is used to represent the possible solutions, with a suitability index variable (SIV)

describing the feature of each habitat, and a habitat suitability index (HSI) is the evaluation criteria to

measure the quality of a solution. BBO works mainly based on two mechanisms, migration and mutation.

Suppose that there is a habitat H with a vector of SIVs; by following the migration and mutation steps,

new candidate habitats are generated and the BBO algorithm can reach an optimal solution.

If there aresspecies in the habitat, immigration rateλand emigration rateμcan be calculated by

λs = I
(
1− s

n

)
; μs =

Es

n
, (11)

where I is the maximum immigration rate, E is the maximum emigration rate, and n is the greatest

possible number of species that the habitat can support.

Ps is the probability that the habitat contains exactly s species, which changes from time t to time

t+Δt as follows:

Ps(t+Δt) = Ps(t)(1 − λsΔt− μsΔt) + Ps−1λs−1Δt+ Ps+1μs+1Δt. (12)

In classic BBO, the mutation rate m(s) is simply given proportional to Ps as

m(s) = mmax

(
1− Ps

Pmax

)
(13)

where mmax is a user-defined parameter, and Pmax is the maximum species count probability.

3.2 Proposed CPPBBO algorithm

The proposed CPPBBO is an optimization algorithm that uses a new mutation operator based on the

Cauchy operator and incorporates the concept of predator-prey in classic BBO to increase the diversity

of the population and overcome the problem of local optimum traps.

The probability density function of a Cauchy distribution with location parameter 0 and scale param-

eter 1 is given as

f(x; 0, 1) =
1

π (1 + x2)
. (14)

Then, Cauchy mutation at t = 1 can be expressed as

H ′
i(j) = min(Hi) + (max(Hi)−min(Hi))× π× f(Hi(j); 0, 1), (15)

where Hi(j) is the jth dimension variable of individual Hi and f(Hi(j); 0, 1) indicates that a new Cauchy

distributed number is generated for each individual of j.

In nature, predatory behavior is one of the most common phenomena. In the algorithm, the predator

is modeled as

Spredator = Sworst + ζ(1−Nc/Ncmax) (16)

where Spredator is the solution chosen as the predator, and Sworst is the worst solution in the population.

Nc is the current iteration, Ncmax is the total number of iterations, and ζ is the hunting rate, which is a

particular given number.

Eq. (17) describes a model of prey fleeing and provides solutions for maintaining a safe distance from

the predator. {
SNc+1 = SNc + ζe−|D|, D � 0,

SNc+1 = SNc − ζe−|D|, D < 0,
(17)
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where D is the distance between the solution and the predator, and Nc is the current iteration.

In the CPPBBO algorithm a set of habitats is initialized according to the problem. The migration rates

are iteratively used to modify each habitat, while Cauchy mutation is used to update the individuals.

Thereafter, the habitat with the lowest HSI is chosen as the predator. Eqs. (16) and (17) are used to

find the solutions. When an iteration terminates, the HSI of each habitat is updated and the habitat

with the highest HSI is the solution.

3.3 Theoretical analysis of CPPBBO

A Markov chain model of basic BBO with selection, migration, and mutation operators was developed

in [24]. The distribution of a BBO population can be represented by a Markov state. Suppose that the

population size is N and the possible solutions are represented by xi comprising q dimensions. If the

range of the solutions is r, the cardinality of the search space is S = rq . Here v denotes the population

vector, and vi is the number of xi individuals in the population. xi(s) is the sth dimension of xi, and

Ji(s) = {j : xj(s) = xi(s)}.
A Markov model of the migration can be given as

Pr(yk(s)t+1 = xi(s)) = (1− λm(k))10(xm(k)(s)− xi(s)) + λm(k)

∑
j∈Ji(s)

vjuj∑n
j=1 vjuj

, (18)

where λm(k) is the probability of immigration to yk(s), and 10 is the indicator function of the set {0}.

Pki(v) = Pr(yk.t+1 = xi) =

q∏

s=1

Pr(yk(s)t+1 = xi(s)), (19)

where Pki(v) denotes the probability that immigration results in yk = xi, and q is the dimension of the

solution.

Let Pr(u|v) represent the probability that population vector u is obtained from v after a generation.

Then,

Pr(u|v) =
∑

J∈Y

N∏

k=1

n∏

i=1

[Pki(v)]
Jki , (20)

Y =

{
J ∈ R

N×n : Jki ∈ {0, 1},
n∑

i=1

Jki = 1 for all k,

N∑

k=1

Jki = ui for all i

}
. (21)

As the Cauchy operator does not affect the property of the Markov model for the mutation, it is the

same as that of basic BBO and can be defined as

P
(2)
ki (v) =

n∑

j=1

UijPki(v), P (2)(v) = P (v)UT, (22)

where Uij denotes the probability that xj mutates to xi, and P
(2)
ki (v) denotes the probability that the

mutation following the kth immigration results in xi. Then we have

Pr(2)(u|v) =
∑

J∈Y

N∏

k=1

n∏

i=1

[P
(2)
ki (v)]Jki . (23)

For the predator-prey mechanism in CPPBBO, Vij is used to denote the probability that xj flees to

xi.

P
(3)
ki (v) =

n∑

j=1

VijP
(2)
ki (v), P (3)(v) = P (2)(v)V T, (24)

where P
(3)
ki (v) is the probability that the predator-prey following the kth immigration and mutation

results in xi.
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From the above analysis, it is obvious that the new population is dependent only on the current

population, which means that {x(n), n ∈ N} is a discrete time Markov chain.

The global optimal solution set can be expressed as M = max(f(xk), k = 1, 2, . . . , S), where S is the

cardinality of the search space.

Lemma 1. The evolution direction of the habitat of CPPBBO is unchangeable, i.e., f(xi+1) � f(xi).

Proof. In each generation, a greedy selection operator is used to select a better solution and save the

vector of the relevant habitat. At the same time, the elitism approach can save the features of the habitat

with the best solution in the CPPBBO process, and the best solution can be reverted even if migration

or mutation ruins the HSI.

Theorem 1. The CPPBBO algorithm converges to the global optimal solution set, M �= ∅, with prob-

ability 1, i.e., limn→∞ P (x(n) ∈M) = 1, which is independent of the initial distribution.

Proof. From Lemma 1, it is obvious that

P (x(n + 1) ∈M |x(n) ∈M) = 1. (25)

Suppose that P (x(n+1) ∈M |x(n) /∈M) = p(n) > 0, which is feasible for most actual situations. The

probability that no population enters the global optimal solution set after n iterations, Pnot(n) [25] can

be calculated as follows:

Pnot(n) =

n∏

t=1

(1− p(t)). (26)

Then

P (x(n) ∈M) = 1− Pnot(n). (27)

Suppose n→ ∞, then limn→∞ P (x(n) ∈M) = 1−∏∞
t=1 (1− p(t)). As 0 < p(t) � 1, 0 < 1− p(t) � 1.

Thus

∞∏

t=1

(1− p(t)) = 0, (28)

lim
n→∞P (x(n) ∈M) = 1−

∞∏

t=1

(1− p(t)) = 1. (29)

The process used in the proof shows that the conclusion reached is independent of the initial population.

Therefore, the CPPBBO algorithm can converge to the global optimal solution set, M �= ∅.

4 Space variant resolution

The mapping from the human retina to the striate cortex is a space variant one that can be approximated

by a complex log transformation with a high resolution in the foveal region and a decreasing one (low

resolution) moving towards the periphery.

According to [26], any pixel point (xi, yi) in the image plane can be expressed in terms of (ρ, θ) in the

retinal plane and (ξi, ψi) in the cortical plane. The log-polar transform is

ρ =
√
(xi − x0)2 + (yi − y20), (30)

θ = arctan

(
yi − y0
xi − x0

)
, (31)

ξi =M ln(ρ), (32)

ψi = θ, (33)
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where (x0, y0) is the origin of coordinates in the image plane, andM is a positive real number representing

an adjustable parameter based on the dimensions of the receptive field and the desired mapping. θ is

constrained to the range [0, 2π). In particular, when xi = x0, yi = y0, ψi and ξi are equal to zero.

While tracking the leading unmanned helicopter, it is necessary to focus on the target area. Hence,

the space of the object variant resolution model can be defined as the target area transformed by the

log-polar transform. In the log-polar plane, the shift values of the scale and rotation between the target

area of the kth frame and that of the (k − 1)th frame are denoted by Δξk, Δψk. The scale and rotation

changes of the target in the retinal plane are, respectively, given as

Sk =
ρk
ρk−1

=
eξk/M

eξk−1/M
= eΔξk/M , (34)

rk = (θk − θk−1) = (ψk − ψk−1) = Δψk. (35)

Here (ρk−1, θk−1) and (ρk, θk) are the coordinates of the target areas of the (k − 1)th and kth frames

in the retinal plane, respectively, and (ξk−1 , ψk−1) and (ξk , ψk) are the transformed coordinates of the

target areas in the log-polar plane, respectively.

5 The proposed biologically hybrid method

In the adaptive robust MS-CPPBBO-SVR algorithm, the proposed biologically CPPBBO algorithm is

applied to conduct a global robust search in a larger neighborhood of the target position in the previous

frame. Then, a local search can be conducted by the MS vector to obtain the best matching of the

leading unmanned helicopter in the current frame. Furthermore, SVR is introduced to extract the scale

and rotation information of the tracking window. Therefore, the tracking window is adaptive to changes

in the target and the amount of computation is reduced. The implementation procedure is described

below.

a) Manually define the leading unmanned helicopter for tracking in the first frame. Calculate the

distribution of the leading unmanned helicopter model by (1). Compute the log-polar transform of the

leading unmanned helicopter using (30)–(33).

b) For the next frame, use the CPPBBO algorithm to search for a better location ym than ŷ0 of the

leading unmanned helicopter in the kth frame.

c) Initialize the location of the leading unmanned helicopter in the current frame as ym. Calculate the

distribution p̂u(ym) by (2).

d) Compute the new location y1 of the leading unmanned helicopter by (9) and update the distribution

p̂u(y1). If d(y1) < d(ym), replace ym with y1.

e) If ‖y1 − ym‖ < ε (ε is the threshold), replace the center of the leading unmanned helicopter ŷk with

the last y1 and go to f). Otherwise, set ym = y1 and go to d).

f) Compute the log-polar transform of the leading unmanned helicopter in the kth frame using (30)–

(33).

g) Compute the shifts Δξk, Δψk between the log-polar transform of the leading unmanned helicopter

in the first and current frames.

h) Compute Sk and rk of the leading unmanned helicopter in the retinal plane by (34) and (35).

i) Update the tracking window of the leading unmanned helicopter with ŷk, Sk and rk.

j) If the current frame is the last frame of the video, terminate the procedure. Otherwise, go to b).

6 Experimental results and discussion

To investigate the feasibility and efficiency of the proposed biologically MS-CPPBBO-SVR method, two

sets of experiments were conducted. The competitive particle filter (PF) [27,28], MS, MS-SVR, MS

with chaotic artificial bee algorithm [29] and SVR (MS-cABC-SVR), MS with chaotic particle swarm
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optimization (PSO) [30–33] and SVR (MS-cPSO-SVR), MS with BBO and SVR (MS-BBO-SVR) and MS-

CPPBBO-SVR were used to track the leading unmanned helicopter in two video sequences to demonstrate

the superiority of the proposed biologically MS-CPPBBO-SVR tracking method.

All of these tracking algorithms were encoded in Matlab 2010 and executed on a PC with 512 Mb

RAM and running Windows XP. Based on tests and practical experience, the initial parameters of the

different methods were set as follows. For CPPBBO and BBO, we set the population size P = 20, step

size for numerical integration of the probabilities dt = 1, maximum migration rates I = 1, E = 1, and

mutation probability m = 0.08. The number of elitisms was chosen as keep = 4. In addition, the adopted

hunting rate was set to ζ = 0.03 for the CPPBBO approach. Based on statistical data from tests for the

convergence of each method using benchmark functions, the number of iterations of BBO was set to 30,

and that of CPPBBO to 25 since the latter converges faster than basic BBO. The initial parameters of

the cABC searching algorithm were set as: Ns = 60, Ne = 30, Nu = 30, and Limit = 5. The size of the

population in the cPSO algorithm was 20, while the number of particles in the particle filter algorithm

was set to 100. The Epanechnikov kernel function was used for the histogram computations. In addition,

owing to the complexity of illuminating real-world scenes, the normalized RGB color space was taken as

the feature space and quantized into 16× 16× 16 bins.

The first video sequence consists of 150 frames, each with the size of 720×480. The leading unmanned

helicopter was initialized with a green rectangular region of size 27× 24 centered at (349, 223) in the first

frame. Some tracking results are shown in Figure 1.

Since the scale and orientation changes in the leading unmanned helicopter in this video sequence

are very small at the beginning of tracking, the tracking results using MS-SVR are not very different

from those of MS. When the leading unmanned helicopter speeds up suddenly, the performance of MS

deteriorates in the latter few frames. Moreover, in the 115th and 129th frames, the tracking performance of

MS-SVR is much worse than that of MS-cABC-SVR, MS-cPSO-SVR, MS-BBO-SVR, and MS-CPPBBO-

SVR, but it is still better than the particle filter. The rectangles around the leading unmanned helicopter

in the tracking results show that SVR allows the scale and orientation of the tracking windows to be

self-adaptive.

To further prove the advantage of CPPBBO, the distance values of each method are presented in Fig-

ure 2. The distance value represents the difference between the target template and the target candidate.

If the distance value of one frame is much greater than that of the first frame, the difference between

the initial target template and the candidate of the current frame is greater. According to Figure 2, the

distance value of MS increases as the number of frames increases up to 50, after which the value remains

around 0.72, since it is caught in a local minimum; PF follows a similar pattern. The distance value of

MS-CPPBBO-SVR in most cases is the smallest, which means that the proposed method is robust and

adaptive.

To verify the robustness of our improved method, another video sequence with a more complex back-

ground and increased scale and orientation changes in the leading unmanned helicopter, was used in

additional experiments. The second sequence has 300 frames with 320× 160 pixels per frame. The lead-

ing unmanned helicopter was initialized with a rectangular region of size 24 × 21 centered at (185, 105)

in the first frame of the video sequence. Some tracking results are shown in Figure 3.

In tracking the leading unmanned helicopter in sequence 2, the environment for the flight is more

complex than that in sequence 1 with trees and people included. These scenarios were set up to evaluate

the performance of the tracking system under circumstance with interference. In this video sequence,

when there are barriers or the leading unmanned helicopter speeds up, the tracking performance of MS-

CPPBBO-SVR is the best owing to its adaptive tracking as well as the predator-prey mechanism that

helps the primary algorithm escape from the local optima. MS and PF, on the other hand, fail to track

the helicopter successfully. The scale and orientation of the tracking windows in methods using SVR are

self-adaptive as shown in Figure 3.

Similar to the first video sequence, the distance values of different methods are given in Figure 4.

According to Figure 4, as the size and orientation of the movement of the leading unmanned helicopter

change, the distance values vary from frame to frame; although, on the whole, they are increasing. The
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(a) (b) (c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Figure 1 Tracking results of sequence 1: (a) target initialized in the first frame; (b) leading unmanned helicopter image;

and (c) leading unmanned helicopter transformed to the cortical plane; Tracking results for the 20th, 60th, 115th, and

129th frames using (d) PF; (e) MS; (f) MS-SVR; (g) MS-cABC-SVR; (h) MS-cPSO-SVR; (i) MS-BBO-SVR; and (j) MS-

CPPBBO-SVR.
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Figure 2 Distance values of the seven methods while tracking in sequence 1.

pulses of the curves are caused by size or orientation changes in the leading unmanned helicopter, an

illumination change in the scene, or the leading unmanned helicopter being shadowed. In most frames,

the distance value of the MS-CPPBBO-SVR algorithm is the smallest of all the curves, which means that

the performance of MS-CPPBBO-SVR is the best in the tracking experiment. To highlight these results,

the average distance values of the seven tracking methods are given in Table 1.

From Table 1, it is obvious that the average distance values of the MS-CPPBBO-SVR algorithm are

the smallest of all the methods for both leading unmanned helicopter tracking experiments, which means

that the performance of the proposed biologically MS-CPPBBO-SVR tracking method is the best. In

sequence 1, the average distance value of the PF method is the largest, while in sequence 2, that of the

MS method is the largest. Hence, the MS-CPPBBO-SVR algorithm is much more robust than the other

methods. Considering that computation cost is very important for unmanned helicopter tracking and

formation applications, we provide a table to compare the average time consumed for a single frame.

Table 2 displays the comparative execution times of our proposed approach and the other six algorithms

for twenty experiments in each case.

Table 2 shows that the execution timed of our proposed biologically MS-CPPBBO-SVR method are

slightly longer than those of MS and MS-SVR, but shorter than those of the other four methods. More

importantly, our method locates the leading unmanned helicopter more accurately than the two faster

methods. It is very apparent when considering both the real-time criterion and the tracking results that

our proposed biologically MS-CPPBBO-SVR is the most competitive method. In addition, SVR makes

MS faster as it simplifies the tracking task as well as inhibits the impact of partial occlusions. The

execution times of all the methods for sequence 2 are generally shorter than those for sequence 1owing

to the actual quality of the videos.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a novel biological approach, MS-CPPBBO-SVR, which can be used in UAV for-

mation and conducted a series of experiments using video sequences with a leading unmanned helicopter.

MS-CPPBBO-SVR enhances the performance of the classic MS tracking method as it combines basic

MS with the CPPBBO algorithm and the SVR mechanism. In the MS-CPPBBO-SVR tracking method,

the CPPBBO algorithm is used to search for a better target candidate for MS. The SVR mechanism is

included to predict scale and rotation information of the target. Results of a series of comparative experi-
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(a)
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(g)

Figure 3 Tracking results for the 20th, 52th, 253th and 272th frames in sequence 2 using (a) PF; (b) MS; (c) MS-SVR;

(d) MS-cABC-SVR; (e) MS-cPSO-SVR; (f) MS-BBO-SVR; and (g) MS-CPPBBO-SVR.

ments with other six other methods based on the leading unmanned helicopter were given to demonstrate

the superiority of the proposed method.
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Figure 4 Distance values of the seven methods while tracking in sequence 2.

Table 1 Comparative results of average distance values

Algorithm Sequence 1 Sequence 2

PF 0.6869 0.6436

MS 0.6541 0.7440

MS-SVR 0.6599 0.6032

MS-cABC-SVR 0.5658 0.5820

MS-cPSO-SVR 0.5588 0.5792

MS-BBO-SVR 0.5594 0.5818

MS-CPPBBO-SVR 0.5530 0.5704

Table 2 Comparative execution times for twenty experiments

Algorithm Sequence 1 (s) Sequence 2 (s)

PF 0.0902 0.0875

MS 0.0635 0.0360

MS-SVR 0.0424 0.0285

MS-cABC-SVR 0.0974 0.0847

MS-cPSO-SVR 0.1023 0.0881

MS-BBO-SVR 0.0792 0.0761

MS-CPPBBO-SVR 0.0773 0.0714
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